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Technical Information
Features & Benefits

Specifications

Reach-In Z55U

W:1002mm

L:2000mm
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# doors

693

Length [mm]

Asia version Reach-in Freezer is specially designed for Asian retail market to fit Asia store size, condition and local
shoppers’ physical feature with Hussmann's industry leading Innovator Doors, providing greater energy efficiency,
better lighting and simplified maintenance.

Width of end panels [mm]
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Refrigerated shelf surface [m ]

2.844

4.235

5.627

7.018

Net Volume [l]

1321

1967

2613

3260

TDA-Total display area [m ]

384 -0

203 -0

427

- The case frame is constructed of a strong non-conductive material with more than ever of superior insulation
and advanced construction compared to traditional aluminum used on tradition doors and superior insulation.
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25% Reach-in Energy Saving
- Hussmann Reach-in with Innovator Doors are significantly more energy efficient than previous
models. This reduction is achieved with new, non-conductive materials and a reduction in anti-sweat heat.
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Width with open door [mm]

+30

1664

1597

1573

Glass Door Freezer—Reach-in
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Weight [kg]

63

1.901

2.830

360
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3.760door by 25%
4.690
720

Temperature range

-25 ~ -23 / -23 ~ -21 oC

Ambient conditions

o
+25 C / 60% R.H.

960

1672

Z55U

No Fog.
No heat.
No Contest!

- Hussmann Innovator Doors with “Always Clear” technology brings the most significant advance in Reach-in
merchandizing and up to 25% energy saving.

Options & Accessories

Hussmann EcoShine LEDs Leading the Way in Brightness and Energy Savings for option
Hussmann EcoShine LEDs are optimized for each door application to create even lighting across each shelf
with the right brightness & color for each department.

Energy Efficiency & Saving

- Lower Energy Cost
Hussmann EcoShine LEDs are optimized for each door application to create even lighting across each shelf
with the right brightness & color for each department.
- More uniform Product Illumination
Hussmann EcoShine LED light is spread much more evenly acround the entire shelf with up to 1800 Lux at the
center of shelf measured at a distance of three inches from the mullions.

Refrigerant Option

- EcoShine LED light for greater energy saving

- R22

- High efficiency EC fan

- R404A

- Light sensitive control

- CO2

- Cool gas defrost option

Control
- Hussmann controller

End Panel

- Excellent durability with 5-10 year lamp life

- Lateral solid end panel

Base Deck

- Contoured end

- Plastic divider

Interior

- Adjustable grill

- Mobile perspex divider (TBD)
- Perspex dividers
- Plexiglassy base front
“Always Clear” Innovator Door

Innovator Doors

Traditional Doors
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Without “Always Clear”
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12 color code standard for case interior & exterior color configeration
2 color code are standard for case bumper color configeration
Additional color options can be customized according to customer orders, a premium fee will be charged
The color could be slightly different from the color shown on this brochure. Please refer to products for actual colors.
R

Hussmann will keep product and product data improvement with reserving the right for design and specifications clarification.
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